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Background

Imperatives for the future include…[t]o take energetic
action within the NGO process to blunt or prevent new
assaults on family integrity; to identify, protect, and help
advance existing “friends of the family” within the U.N.
Secretariat; to “place” such friends in positions of current
or potential influence within the U.N. Secretariat; and to
build an international movement of “religiously grounded
family morality systems” that can influence and eventually
shape social policy at the United Nations.3

– Allan Carlson,
founder of the World Congress of Families

We are witnessing an unprecedented level of
engagement of anti-rights actors in international human
rights spaces today. 

Following their initial foray into the United Nations (UN)
arena during the Beijing and Cairo conferences of the
1990s, ultra-conservative actors have been increasingly
identifying the international policy area as a target for
their organizing and advocacy. The numbers of regressive
civil society actors active at the UN who are manipulating
arguments based on religion, culture, tradition, and
national sovereignty have spiked in recent years.
Likewise, intergovernmental and state-affiliated
traditionalist actors and blocs have become regular and
highly vocal participants on the global policy stage. 

To bolster their impact and amplify their voices, anti-
rights actors increasingly engage in tactical alliance
building across sectors. In the formation of a complex,
rising, and evolving anti-rights lobby at the UN, older
forms of religious and institutional affiliation continue to
cede to the exigencies of shared goals. 

Firstly, in what has been characterized as the ‘unholy
alliance,’ traditionalist actors from Catholic, evangelical,
Mormon, Russian Orthodox, and Muslim faith

backgrounds have found common cause in shared
talking points and advocacy efforts attempting to revert
feminist and sexual rights gains at the international level. 

Further, anti-rights actors at the UN are uniting across
national and regional lines, and across sectors.
Specifically, we have observed strengthening links
between regressive civil society, religiously-defined
intergovernmental entities, conservatively-oriented
States and regional blocs. The coalition forged between
the Holy See, ultra-conservative Civil Society
Organizations, such as Family Watch International, and
Member States of the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation to oppose comprehensive sexuality
education as a component of sexual rights is but one
example. 

Such alliances are no accident; indeed, the modus
operandi of initiatives like the World Congress of Families
is to create ongoing platforms for connection,
networking, and collective strategizing. Organizations,
such as C-Fam, have long signaled their desire to foster
an allied conservative State bloc to undermine human
rights at the United Nations.4

This section examines a number of key actors who
currently operate at the United Nations, strategically
employing arguments which cite tradition, culture, and
religion to pursue their political ends. It also examines the
ways in which many regressive actors are working
towards the formation of a transnational community of
political actors active in undermining rights related to
gender and sexuality. 

In the formation of a complex,
rising, and evolving anti-rights 
lobby at the Un, older forms of
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continue to cede to the exigencies
of shared goals



1.  Religious / 
     intergovernmental actors

Holy See

BACkGROUND AND SPeCIAL STATUS

The Catholic Church occupies a uniquely powerful role at
the United Nations amongst religious actors. By virtue of
its possession of a territorial entity—Vatican City—the
Holy See, the government of the Roman Catholic Church,
claims that it qualifies as a State with the right to
attendant privileges in international policy spaces.
In this sphere it plays dual roles as a religious
institution and a political actor.

Vatican City is the world’s smallest ‘city-
State’, with a size of 108.7 acres (0.44
square km) and a population of less
than 600 people.5 It is governed by the
Holy See, which operates within the
international community as the
juridical personification of the Church.6

The Holy See consists of the Pope and
the Roman Curia, or the set of
departments and institutes that assist the
Pope in running the Church. 

Vatican City does not meet the criteria of a nation-
State under international law. It does not possess a
permanent population, a defined territory, an
independent government or formal capacity to enter into
relations with other States—all of which are necessary
qualifications for a State as a person of international law
under the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and
Duties of States.7 Nonetheless, the Holy See has been
awarded Permanent Observer status at the United
Nations by operation of custom.8
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In its engagement at the United Nations, the Vatican does
not present itself as a ‘Catholic’ actor. It instead
characterizes itself as a State-like entity with universal
citizenship, playing the necessary role of providing a
moral voice in the international realm.

As a Permanent Observer since 1964, the Holy See is
entitled to rights of attendance and representation at the
UN much greater than those of NGOs, although
somewhat less than those given to a full State Member.
Thus, the Holy See is normally invited to attend UN
conferences—such as the Commission on the Status of
Women and the Conference on Population and
Development—and participate therein with all the
privileges of a State regarding the formal proceedings,
including the right to vote. As these conferences operate
by consensus, the Holy See’s designation endows it with
significant power to influence the outcomes. During the
Beijing Conference on women, for example, the Holy See
was influential in blocking references to women’s right to
control their sexuality and their fertility.

The Holy See has legal jurisdiction on a par with Member
States to negotiate, sign, and ratify UN-sponsored
international law treaties. Using official privileges, it also
engages actively in negotiations throughout the sessions
of the General Assembly, Human Rights Council, Security
Council, and the commissions of the economic and Social
Council. Due to its heightened status, as well as a long,
established, and interventionist history in UN
negotiations, the Vatican plays a key role in advancing an
anti-rights agenda in human rights fora to which other
conservative actors may not have access. Civil society
initiatives, such as the See Change campaign, have

advocated for the UN to treat the Holy See as a religious
body rather than a State, and thus have criticized the
disproportionate impact and role of the Holy See in
shaping human rights norms and standards.9

Generally, the Holy See has not taken advantage of its
special status to bind itself to international human rights
standards. Despite its ability to join international treaties
and its commitment to global poverty eradication, the
entity has not yet ratified the International Covenant on
economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. Nor has the Holy
See ratified the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) or the Convention on the
elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CeDAW). It has ratified only four UN human rights
conventions: the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC, and its Optional Protocols10); the Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment (CAT); the International Convention on the
elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CRD);
and the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.
even here, however, the Vatican places reservations on
the treaties it has ratified,11 and strongly resisted the
recommendations of the Committee on the Rights of the
Child during its February 2014 review.12

In practical terms, the Holy See refers to the Vatican’s
representatives at international fora, with foreign affairs
run out of its Secretariat of State located in Rome.13 A
number of papal councils support the Pope’s
international advocacy, including—until recently—the
Pontifical Council for the Family, which is centrally
involved in the Holy See’s engagement in rights related
to gender and sexuality.14 The Council’s objectives were
to “ensure that the rights of the family be acknowledged
and defended even in the social and political realm,” and
to support and coordinate initiatives to “protect human
life from the first moment of conception and to
encourage responsible procreation.”15 In 2006, the
Council stated that “never before has the natural
institution of marriage and the family been the victim of
such violent attacks.”16

The Vatican plays a key role in
advancing an anti-rights agenda in
human rights fora to which other
conservative actors may not have
access
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In October 2015, Pope Francis announced his intent at
the Synod of Bishops on the Family17 to replace the
Council with a new Dicastery for the Laity, Family, and
Life, effective September 2016. The new department is
expected to “maintain the dignity and basic good of the
Sacrament of marriage” and work so that “the family
institution may always fulfill its proper functions within
the Church and society.”18 Together with informing the
Holy See’s policy positions on rights related to gender
and sexuality in human rights fora, the Dicastery will
work with the Pontifical Council for Life, which is
responsible for many of the Church’s positions on
abortion, contraception, in-vitro fertilization (IVF), and
euthanasia, as well as the Pontifical John Paul II
Institute for Studies on Marriage and Family, which is
based in Rome and with affiliates in Benin, Brazil, India,
the United States, Mexico and Spain.19

BRIeF HISTORY OF eNGAGeMeNT AT THe UN

The Holy See has been highly active in UN negotiations
on rights related to gender and sexuality since the 1990s,
taking a consistently conservative stance in relation to
issues of women’s human rights, sexual rights,
reproductive health and rights, and sexual rights. The
Holy See has consistently opposed the right to equality,
instead embracing the concept of the ‘complementarity’
of men and women. It frequently promotes women’s
value—her ‘natural’ role—as based only on her status
within a family context, such as a mother or wife. 

With respect to contraception, at the UN level the Holy
See regularly works to scale back language. Its
representatives have repeatedly “refused to endorse”
contraception, including for use in HIV/AIDS prevention
programs, and have spoken out against emergency
contraception in the context of wartime rape.20

The Holy See has
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especially at the Commission on the Status of Women
and the Commission on Population and Development
(CPD), the Holy See has fought hard against the right of
women to choose abortion. At the International
Conference on Population and Development (ICPD), the
Holy See objected to the phrase “unwanted pregnancy”,
arguing that it implies pregnancy is a negative experience,
which is inconsistent with the Church’s notion of
womanhood.21 The Holy See has criticized
comprehensive sexuality education and objected to the
provision of sexual and reproductive health services for
adolescents, seeking instead to promote ‘parental
rights.’22

The Holy See first became visible in anti-rights advocacy
at the United Nations—and inspired Catholic and other
Christian Right religious and civil society organizations to
operate at the international level—during the Cairo
Conference on Population and Development in 1994. The
Vatican spearheaded concerted opposition to the draft
program, which has been described as a “full court press
against abortion involving the Vatican diplomatic service,
the Roman Curia, and bishops around the world.”23

Motivated by the potential recognition of a right to
abortion as a part of reproductive rights, the Holy See
launched a high-level international campaign prior to the
Cairo negotiations: the Pope wrote to each head of state,
and called in all ambassadors to the Holy See in Rome to
explain the Vatican’s position.24 The Vatican also called
upon Bishops’ conferences around the world to pressure
their governments to oppose pro-abortion language in
the Cairo outcome document. Finally, Vatican
representatives abroad were instructed to develop
alliances with Catholic and Muslim countries that
opposed abortion.25

eVOLVING RHeTORIC

While the Holy See’s mission has communicated a
consistent conservative position on issues related to

gender and sexuality at the UN, the Vatican has been
dynamic in the ways it presents its arguments. It
increasingly relies upon ‘secularized’ technical claims and
purportedly empirical evidence, frames reproduction and
sexuality in the context of ‘the family’, and strategically
reframes human rights norms to reflect its own
regressive position.26

To justify its positions on contraception and reproductive
health and rights, the Vatican increasingly resorts to
scientific or ‘technical’ arguments concerning population
dynamics, such as the pressures of old-age support
rates27 on governments. More than ever,28 the Holy See
tends to employ a unitary and strictly defined concept of
‘the family’ as an overarching principle to articulate its
moral positions concerning sexuality and reproduction.
This involves strategic employment of the comments on
family as set out in article 16 of the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights (UDHR), which states that, “men and
women of full age…have the right to found a family.” 

Ignoring subsequent human rights texts, including those
on marriage and diversity of families around the world,29

the Holy See, alongside other anti-rights actors and allies,
misleadingly focuses its attention on the third clause of
the article. They employ the text,“the family is the natural
and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State,”30 to argue for human
rights protection of a strictly patriarchal and
heteronormative conception of family. The Holy See then
calls for greater recognition of this narrow conception of
family in cultural, political, fiscal, and social policy. That
the Vatican does not focus critique on non-nuclear family
arrangements outside of Western cultures, and adopts a
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‘compassionate’ attitude towards ‘incomplete’ families
(such as grandparents raising children), highlights that its
attack is ultimately focused on expressions of women’s
and sexual dissidents’ autonomy and free choice. 

In the days of the Cairo and Beijing conferences, the
Vatican’s rhetoric at the United Nations was couched in
explicitly religious language and prescription of personal
moral responsibilities. It has since shifted to language in
a secular register, citing dignity, duties, and
responsibilities to influence negotiations and
international policy. For example, the Holy See
now calls for agreements that uphold the
‘dignity’ and ‘rights’ of the couple31 that
“promote a responsible kind of
personal liberty,”32 and “create the
social conditions which will enable
them to make appropriate
decisions in the light of their
responsibilities.”33 With respect to
the latter, the Vatican’s language
on ‘social responsibility’ is
implicitly or explicitly contrasted
with ‘selfish individuality,’
harnessing the power and appeal
of the social justice critique of
capitalism and liberalism. 

As exemplified by its discourse on the
family, in its advocacy at the UN the Vatican
has in recent years become more strategic by
frequently referring to re-interpreted human rights
instruments. The Holy See regularly attempts to set up a
‘battle of rights,’ such as presenting abortion rights as
in opposition to the right to life, and setting child and
youth rights to comprehensive sexuality education
against ‘parental rights.’34 These approaches echo the
talking points and negotiating techniques of such anti-
right civil society training materials as Family Watch
International’s UN Resource Guide. 
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COORDINATION AND eNGAGeMeNT WITH
OTHeR ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS

As the mimicry in rhetoric noted above suggests, the Holy
See has established strong links with many anti-rights civil
society organizations active at the United Nations,
especially amongst Catholic CSOs. Recently, the Vatican
has broadened its appeal through its self-proclaimed role
as the international “voice of conscience,” and given its
special access in policy spaces. Thus, it has taken on a
leading and coordinating role of conservative Christian
and Catholic proponents of ‘the family’ and opponents of
‘gender ideology’ at the UN.35

Galvanized by the publicity around the Holy See’s first
concerted foray into rights related to gender and
sexuality at the ICPD, Christian Right organizations in the
United States who were active on the domestic level and
who had previously ignored international fora made
public statements of support of the Vatican36 and began
to engage the UN.37 In the following year in Beijing, for
instance, the U.S. anti-rights groups Concerned Women
for America and Focus on the Family attended the World
Conference to lend a hand to the Holy See’s efforts to
curtail abortion and other rights. Today we can see how
these links persist, most visibly in the number of public
UN events co-hosted by the Holy See and Christian Right
civil society.

In many ways, the Vatican also instigated conservative
links not only across institutional and regional lines, but
across religions. The Holy See’s outreach and
coordination with conservative Muslim-majority

countries, such as Iran and Libya, to develop a unified
front against reproductive rights during the Cairo
negotiations first established the connections that have
evolved into a dynamic interfaith orthodox alliance at the
UN. 38

Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC)

STATUS AND STRUCTURe

The Organization of Islamic Cooperation, formerly known
as the Organization of the Islamic Conference, is the
second-largest intergovernmental organization in the
world, after the United Nations itself. The OIC is
composed of 57 Member States, but this may increase to
58 if Liberia’s November 2016 bid to join the OIC is
approved. There are also five OIC Observer States, the
most recent of which is Russia.39 The Organization has a
Permanent Observer Mission to the United Nations.

There have been several shifts in leadership of the OIC in
the recent past, which point to changes in the
organization’s culture and policy bent. The former
secretary general of the organization, ekmeleddin
İhsanoğlu—a Turkish national and academic described
by some internally as relatively ‘moderate’ or a
‘reformer’—was replaced in 2014 by Iyad bin Amin
Madani, a Saudi national who formerly served as a
member of its Shura Council,40 as Minister of Hajj,41 and
as Minister of Information and Culture. The
Organization’s headquarters are now located in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia. Madani subsequently resigned in late
October 2016 citing health reasons two days after egypt’s
Foreign Affairs minister condemned remarks he made
that were perceived to be mocking egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.42 Yusuf al-Othaimeen, nominated by
Saudi Arabia and a former Minister of Social Affairs,
became secretary general in November 2016.43

Christian Right organizations in the
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The Organization, which was founded in September
1969, describes itself as the “collective voice of the
Muslim world” that aims to “safeguard and protect the
interests of the Muslim world in the spirit of promoting
international peace and harmony.” The OIC’s relationship
to institutionalized religion, however, is very different
from the Holy See’s.44 Not all OIC Member States have
Muslim-majority populations, nor do the governments of
all Member States define themselves as ‘Islamic.’ The
Organization is at its heart an alliance of States and has
no formal ties to doctrinal authorities or doctrinal
authority of its own, nor does it employ religious
institutional figures in any position of power. Its
constituent nation-States feature a broad and often
conflicting range of policies with respect to the role of
religion in public life and the State, religious
interpretations, and schools of thought.

INTeRNAL DeVeLOPMeNT 

On a surface level, the OIC appears to have made a
number of moves towards greater engagement—and a
change in positioning and rhetoric—with respect to
human rights and women’s human rights over the past
decade. However, like most conservative actors who are
involved in international human rights fora, the overall
trend of the OIC is toward the creative employment of
human rights language to limit State accountability and
increase State impunity; create loopholes in human rights
protection based on arguments citing religion, culture, or
national sovereignty; and develop a parallel and
conservative human rights regime fashioned out of co-
opted human rights norms.

From its initial foray into the field of human rights, the
Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI), the
OIC has subsequently worked to evolve its framework,
developing a new Charter, a Covenant on the Rights of
Children in Islam, and working towards the development
of the Independent Permanent Human Rights
Commission (IPHRC), and a subsidiary program on
women’s and children’s rights. 
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The OIC was sharply criticized for the Cairo Declaration,
approved by the Organization in 199045 and still the
organization’s primary human rights document, albeit
not binding for Member States. The Declaration was
developed in large part in reaction to the UDHR, which
was perceived as a Western and imperialist document;46

however, the text of the CDHRI actually reinforced a
number of rights and norms enshrined in the UDHR, the
ICCPR, and the ICeSCR, such as that of human dignity.47

Similarly, rights are declared to have a universal
character, and described as fundamental.48 The
Declaration features an anti-discrimination clause49, the
right to life50, the prohibition of genocide51, and the right
to marry52; in addition, it includes due process rights,53 a
right to equality under the law54, and rights to property55

and privacy.56 The Declaration also includes a general
right to education and to health57, the right to work58, and
the right to a clean environment.59

However, the Cairo Declaration features several
exclusions. It does not include a right to freedom of
religion and conscience, nor to free assembly or
association. The CDHRI omits the UDHR’s requirement for
free consent in marriage. 60 The Declaration also makes
no mention of minority rights, the rights of detainees, the
right to a nationality, the right to vote, trade union rights,
the right to social security and to strike, and the right to
participate in cultural life (all of which are, in contrast,
included in the UDHR). 

Crucially, the document also evokes an undefined (and
seemingly unitary) conception of ‘Islamic shariah’ as the
foundation of the human rights included therein, and
employs ‘shariah’ to justify sweeping exceptions on
universal human rights. The CDHRI states that the
“Islamic Shariah” shall be the sole reference for the
“explanation or clarification” of the rights contained in the
Declaration61, and recognizes individuals’ freedom and
right to a dignified life in accordance with the “Islamic
Shariah.”62 Additional references to the “shariah” and its
principles can be found throughout the text.63

The document can be critiqued in many ways from a
human rights perspective. Firstly, it is restrictive, as above,
and undermines the universality of the rights it describes.
In several cases it conflicts with established human rights
law, with respect to equality and non-discrimination, for
example. The Declaration suggests distinct sets of rights
and duties for women64, and outlines a differentiation of
gender roles by giving husbands the duty of maintenance
and welfare of the family.65 It also does not provide for a
general right to work for all. 

Further, since the Declaration does not define what it
means by “shariah” in this context, its restrictions on
rights are themselves ambiguous and flexible, dependent
on a given government’s interpretation of the concept.
This gives State leaders exceptional influence in
determining their own human rights commitments to
their nationals. Thus, the Declaration empowers
governments over individuals,66 and therefore fails to
provide a framework for accountability. 

In subsequent years, the OIC sought to revisit and, to
some extent, revise its textual approach to human rights
as an institution, although it has not yet developed an
alternative to or an update on the Cairo Declaration in its
breadth. In 2005, however, the OIC approved its second
authoritative67 statement on rights, the Covenant on the
Rights of the Child in Islam.68 To some extent, the
Covenant moves away from a reliance on “shariah” and
exceptions on the basis of religion. It does continue to cite
“shariah,” but does not establish the concept as a guiding
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force in interpretation of the document. The text also
refers to practices that States have justified regarding
‘shariah’ in international human rights spaces, urging
States to make efforts to “end actions based on customs,
traditions, or practices that are in conflict with the rights
and duties stipulated in this Covenant.”69

The OIC’s partial move away from directly cited religious
exceptions echoes a general trend amongst
conservative actors active at the UN to reframe their
arguments in ostensibly ‘secular’ language. The
themes of the document also reflect many of the
emerging preoccupations of religious right
actors who are working internationally. The
Covenant follows up on a general OIC
commitment to focus on issues related to
women, children, and ‘the family.’ Its main
objectives are: to care for and strengthen
families, and “to establish the conditions in
which Muslim children can be proud of their
nation, country, and religion.”70 In this way, the
Covenant emphasizes the key role of the ‘traditional
family’ and religious values in protecting the rights of
the child, privileging the role of collective bodies, such
as the nation and the family. 

Also in 2005, as part of a larger reform of the OIC, the
organization launched a Ten Year Programme of Action,
finalizing an amended Charter in 2008 and establishing
the IPHRC in 2011. The then-Secretary General,
ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu, declared that this “new approach,
in the objectives of the Charter” would mark “a great step
forward in adapting to global human rights values” and
would involve “closer alignment of principle to the
international instruments and the practices of other
regional or intergovernmental organizations.”71 In 2011,
the OIC also co-sponsored a UN resolution on religious
discrimination72, which seemed to signal a move away
from its multi-year anti-defamation agenda (outlined
below). 
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Yet the following years have been troubling for most
observers of the OIC’s engagement with human rights.
Universalist or liberalizing tendencies present at the
beginning of the IPHRC project seem to have been
overtaken by relativist and regressive inclinations. As of
today, the OIC’s fledgling human rights institutions lack
monitoring and enforcement capacity and are focused
outwards to the actions of non-Member States. 

The IPHRC has thus far failed to develop any major
initiatives to promote and protect human rights in its
constituent States. The Commission meets yearly, and
consists of 18 human rights ‘experts’ —six from Arab
Member States, six from Asian Member States, and six
from African Member States—all of whom are elected for
a period of four years. The statutory goal of the IPHRC is
to “advance human rights” and to “support Member
States’ effort to consolidate civil, political, economic,
social, and cultural rights.”

Changes in leadership reflect a hardening of stances
since 2014. Madani, who replaced Ihsanoglu, has been
described as a ‘strong relativist’ with respect to human
rights.73 Madani stated that the OIC was considering
“limitations on freedom of expression, gender equality”
and “applying human rights in accordance with the OIC
Member States’ constitutional and legal systems,”
highlighting his prioritization of untrammeled State
sovereignty at the expense of universal human rights. 74

Madani has argued that there are aspects of the UDHR
that are “beyond the normal scope of human rights and
clash with Islamic teachings” and has criticized freedom
of speech on the grounds of defamation of religion. 75

The leadership of the IPHRC has also shifted since 2011.
The position of chairperson, formerly held by Siti Ruhaini
Dzuhayatin, an Indonesian academic and women’s rights
activist, has now shifted to Mohammed kawu Ibrahim, a
Nigerian diplomat. Ibrahim has stated that the
Commission will now use the “richness of Islamic values
and traditions to nurture a new human rights culture,”
which suggests that the IPHRC’s current focus is on
articulating a parallel human rights system based on a
particular conservative interpretation of Islam as an
alternative to universal human rights. 

One key explanation for this landscape of ambiguity and
regression is that the OIC’s human rights initiatives run
counter to the interests of a number of authoritarian
governments involved in the organization. Many OIC
leading states increasingly see human rights as a threat
to their power both internally and regionally and want to
address this threat proactively. For instance, OIC country
host Saudi Arabia has been particularly active since the
revolutions and uprisings in the Middle east and North
Africa (MeNA) region in undermining movements for
greater democracy and popular empowerment within the
region.76 It seems likely that Member States are using the
OIC as a tool in this strategy to reinforce existing power
hierarchies—to subvert, reappropriate, and thus contain
human rights on the domestic and international levels. 

The oIC’s fledgling human rights
institutions lack monitoring and
enforcement capacity and are
focused outwards to the actions of
non-member states
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BRIeF HISTORY OF eNGAGeMeNT AT THe UN 

The OIC frequently employs arguments citing religion on
the international stage. Several of the leading nations
influential in its work are currently autocratic in nature,
and strategically employ references to religion and claims
to represent the values of ‘the Muslim world’ to bolster
their social and political power on a domestic level and
to gain legitimacy in multilateral spaces. In many ways,
the organization is an example of the clear-eyed strategic
use of religious fundamentalist arguments by
government officials in service of geopolitics, as they
jockey for regional and global power. In an
attempt to erode human rights obligations to
their citizens, we witness often-authoritarian
States appropriating anti-imperialist
language, and wielding a constructed
conception of a ‘shared tradition.’ 

Utilizing these strategies, the OIC first rose
to visibility at the UN as an advocate of the
regressive series of ‘defamation of religion’
resolutions at the Human Rights Council
(HRC) between 2002 and 2010. Beginning as
an effort to combat “defamation against
Islam,” the OIC developed a wider coalition
amongst conservative States by broadening the
focus of its campaign to “defamation of religion,”
with several resolutions on this issue passing by
majority vote in the HRC. 

Described as a blasphemy law77 on the international level,
the ‘defamation’ resolutions sought to impose additional
restrictions on individuals’ freedom of expression to
protect ‘religion’ from criticism. The initiative came to an
end following a four-year consultation and initiative led
by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR). The Office released the Rabat
Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national,
racial, or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence in 2012. The Rabat
Plan aimed to resolve the defamation of religion impasse
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by clarifying State obligations to prohibit incitement to
hatred at the same time as it protected the rights to
freedom of expression and freedom of religion.78 The
Plan was accompanied by a series of yearly resolutions—
beginning with resolution 16/18 in 2011 —on combating
intolerance, negative stereotyping, and stigmatization of,
discrimination, and incitement to violence against
persons based on religion or belief.79

In 2014, 2015 and 2016, the OIC sponsored a new series
of resolutions at the Human Rights Council on ‘protection
of the family.’ The Member States of the organization
have largely coalesced in opposition to HRC resolutions
on sexual orientation and gender identity in 2011, 2014,
and 2016, and have also opposed the inclusion of
references to sexual orientation and gender identity
(SOGI) in several resolutions at the General Assembly.

2015–2016: MAJOR ACTIVITIeS

A key focus of OIC advocacy at the United Nations over
2015 and 2016 has been the series of ‘protection of the
family’ resolutions at the HRC, described in more detail
below. ‘The family’ has been a central preoccupation of
the OIC in international policy spaces in general and a
focal point for collaboration with other anti-rights actors,
including Christian evangelical CSOs. Member States
were also active in the lobby both to ‘mainstream’ family
in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and in
pushing for a dedicated goal on the family. 

As mentioned above, the OIC was active in efforts to
undermine the 2016 resolution on sexual orientation and
gender identity at the HRC. All Member States of the OIC,
with the exception of Albania, voted against the SOGI
resolution or abstained. The organization released a
statement outlining its strong opposition to the
resolution and its creation of a UN Independent expert
on sexual orientation and gender identity, arguing that
“the notion of sexual orientation is alien to the
international human rights norms and standards as well

as against the fundamental precepts of not only Islamic
but many other religious and cultural societies.”80

According to Secretary-General Madani, adoption of the
resolution constituted the imposition of “one set of
values and preferences on the rest of the world and
counteracts the fundamentals of universal human rights”
and respect for “national and regional particularities and
various historical, cultural, and religious backgrounds.”81

As the June 2016 HRC session wrapped up, the OIC also
spearheaded hostile amendments to undermine the
language and intent of the resolution, with Pakistan
proposing 11 amendments to the text on behalf of the
organization.82 While proposed amendments to remove
specific language on SOGI and replace it with other
categories of discrimination were rejected, several hostile
amendments to the preambular paragraphs of the
resolution were successfully included in the final text.83

The successful amendments reflect the relativist
tendencies of the OIC discussed above. Four
amendments invoked the ideas of respecting “regional,
cultural and religious value systems,” “domestic debates,”
“sovereign priorities,” and expressed concern around
“concepts pertaining to social matters including private
individual conduct.”84 The amendments also attempted
to present the main content of the resolution as an
imposition and as disruptive to the joint development of
human rights norms, stressing the need to “maintain joint
ownership of the international human rights agenda” and
to consider human rights in an “objective and non-
confrontational manner.”85 This language, discussed in
greater detail below, is deeply antithetical to the
foundational principle of the universality of rights.



2.  Civil society 
     organizations 

Introduction

In an unexpected shift in traditional dynamics at the UN,
there has been a substantial increase in conservative
religiously-affiliated non-State actors involved in
the international human rights arena.86 This
trend can be understood as a form of
backlash against the gains of feminists
and other progressive actors.

In what appears to be a conscious
attempt to replicate the organizing
methods and level of engagement
of feminist and progressive civil
society in transnational policy
spaces, anti-rights civil society
organizations are moving into New
York and Geneva to further a very
different agenda. 

In terms of economic and Social Council
(eCOSOC) accreditation87, the majority of
such regressive civil society organizations are
Christian evangelical or Catholic in orientation.88

Most of the anti-rights CSOs active in international
human rights spaces were founded in or are
based in the United States, although their
rhetoric often claims to speak with the
‘collective voice’ of the global South. 

In fact, the bulk of United States based
religiously-affiliated conservative CSOs now
operating at the UN have long been active on
the domestic front in U.S. ‘culture wars,’89

targeting women and individuals who are non-
conforming in their gender identity, expression
and/or sexual orientation.90 Ironically, given their
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tactical appropriation of anti-imperialist discourses at the
United Nations, a number of the CSOs highlighted
below—including the Family Research Council, World
Congress of Families, and United Families International—
have been and continue to be involved in attempts to
export the United States ‘culture wars’ abroad,
particularly in an attempt to shape national policies
regarding sexuality and gender identity in several African,
eastern european, and Latin American countries.91 In the
Latin American context, these activities coexist with a
longer history of struggle between ultra-conservative and
emancipatory discourses around sexuality and gender
with the Vatican/Catholic Church significantly influencing
outcomes. 

As the section below highlights, religious right civil society
organizations working at the United Nations increasingly
join forces in a cross-denominational conservative
coalition that hopes to achieve common goals related to
‘life, family, and nation.’ For U.S.-based organizations,
their capacity to organize, influence, and build cross-
regional coalitions received a boost during the George W.
Bush administration (2001-2009) that has yielded an
ongoing effect. 

Many in the network of U.S. anti-rights civil society
organizations made the transition from outsiders to
insiders through President Bush’s courting of the
religious right at the international level. Under Bush,
Christian Right activists were included as official
representatives on U.S. delegations to UN conferences,
such as the World Summit on Children.92 United States

religious right civil society benefited from increased
access, institutionalization, and lobbying power in
negotiations on rights for women, children, and
individuals with non-conforming gender identity,
expression and/or sexual orientation. 

In the same period ultra-conservative actors in the U.S.
built relationships with counterparts abroad. For
instance, at the 2002 UN Special Session on Children, the
U.S. led a coalition of majority Catholic and Muslim
countries, including Sudan, Iran and Pakistan, to oppose
draft language recognizing ‘various forms of the family’
and reproductive health services for adolescents.93 The
relationships initiated then form the basis of today’s
ongoing strategic alliances with conservative allies on the
State level and across religious lines.94 With the new U.S.
administration under Donald Trump and Vice-President
Michael Pence—who describes himself as a “devout
evangelical”—it is highly probable that U.S. anti-rights
CSOs will be again endowed with greater access, power,
and inclusion in the determination of United States
foreign policy. At the time of writing, the new
administration had already reinstated and expanded the
‘Global Gag Rule,’ a policy that prohibits U.S. funding from
going to any international organization that administers,
counsels on, advocates for, or mentions abortion; and it
has defunded the United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA).95

Traditionalist civil society actors working to influence
international human rights today are also more unified
at the international level than the domestic. While the
relationship between the Protestant and Catholic Right is
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uneasy within the United States96, in UN venues Catholic,
Mormon, and evangelical organizations and individuals
now largely act as a unified bloc. An ongoing project, anti-
rights CSOs increasingly focus on coalition building and
training as part of their operations. In turn, networks are
developed to further collaboration at the international,
regional, and national levels.

In the following section, we examine several of the most
active ultra-conservative religiously-affiliated civil society
actors engaged in international human rights advocacy
over 2015 and 2016. Given the results of the recent U.S.
election, it is likely that their influence and impact will rise
sharply in the near future; indeed, as of early 2017, we
have already seen their impact.97

World Congress of Families

“You can imagine what the world would look like if the
purveyors of today’s culture get their way: abortion on
demand, marriage abandoned, gender redefined, parental
rights eliminated, religious liberty abandoned, commercial
surrogacy mandated, the elderly and infirm killed in the
name of “compassion”…98

– World Congress of Families

BACkGROUND, MISSION, AND keY OBJeCTIVeS

The World Congress of Families (WCF)99 was launched in
1997 by the conservative Christian scholar Allan Carlson
as a project of the Howard Center for Family, Religion,
and Society. Carlson argued that heterosexual,
procreative marriage is the “bulwark of ordered liberty”
and that its preservation and promotion is the sole path
to preventing a future marked by “catastrophic
population decline, economic contraction, and human
tragedy” brought on by feminism, socialism and
secularism. 100

In 2016, Brian Brown, the director of the National
Organization for Marriage, was chosen as the new
President of the WCF.101 The National Organization for
Families, which is currently developing an international
branch,102 was established to work against the
legalization of same-sex marriage in the United States. 

The World Congress of Families describes its mission as
to “help secure the foundations of society” by uniting and
empowering leaders worldwide to support and defend: 

          i.   the natural family “founded on marriage 
               between a man and a woman”; 

          ii.  “parental rights” and the welfare of children, 
               “including their need for both a mother and 
               a father”;

          iii. the dignity and “sanctity of all human life from 
               conception”; and 

          iv. freedom of speech, religion, and conscience.

Fundamentally, the World Congress of Families defines
itself as a “pro-family” organization, specifically
positioning itself as defending what it defines as the
“natural family.” The WCF describes the natural family as
a “totally self-evident expression,” that signifies a “natural
order to family structure that is common across cultures.” 

emphasizing its heteronormative and patriarchal
structure in a usefully vague manner, the WCF states that
the natural family “precludes incompatible constructs of
the family as well as incompatible behaviors among its
members.” The Congress supports criminalization of
same-sex sexual conduct and is listed as an anti-LGBT
hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center.103

The World Congress of Families (WCF) is also the
instigator of the World Family Declaration, a statement
and advocacy tool launched in 2014 and endorsed by a
coalition of anti-rights civil society actors.104 The WCF
draws its organizational principles and goals from the
Declaration, holding that “the family exists prior to the
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State and possesses inherent dignity and rights which
States are morally bound to respect and protect.” Further,
the World Congress of Families calls on officials and
policymakers “to immediately establish policies and
implement measures to preserve and strengthen
marriage and family.”105

The WCF carries out its work through a number of
different programs, which are outlined below; however,
its central objective is to develop and sustain a worldwide
network of anti-rights ‘pro-family’ organizations, scholars,
State officials, and conservative religious actors. Their
stated aim is to build an international movement of
“religiously grounded family morality systems” that can
influence and shape policy at the United Nations.106

ReGION AND ReLIGIOUS AFFILIATION(S)

The World Congress of Families, which has announced an
upcoming name change to the International Organization
of the Family107, is based in Rockford, Illinois, and is
affiliated with the Howard Center for Family, Religion, and
Society. 

While the WCF has significant links worldwide,
headquarters staff are all North American, and eight of
twelve members of its Board of Directors are also based
in the United States. Other Board Members include:

Ignacio Arsuaga, the Spanish founder of
conservative online petition and mobilization

platforms CitizenGo108 and HazteOir109

Alexey Komov, WCF’s Russian representative,
founder of the Russian CSO FamilyPolicy110,
connected to the Russian Orthodox Church, Russian
government, and linked to two prominent Orthodox
Russian billionaires funding much of WCF’s work in
the region: Vladimir Yakunin and konstantin
Malofeev111

Vicente Segu Marcos, director of La Fundacion in
Mexico, which advocates for “family values and
religious freedom”

Luca Volontè, former Italian politician, leader of the
(Christian) Union of the Center, founder of the
Novae Terra Foundation,112 and author of such
pieces as ‘european Resistance to Cultural Suicide’113

In terms of religious affiliation, while the founder of the
WCF is a member of the evangelical Lutheran Church, the
organization defines itself as inter-faith (in practice,
Catholic and Christian), as “an alliance of orthodox
believers, based on their commitment to Judeo-Christian
values and the natural family.”114

PROGRAMS

The World Congress of Families pursues several
programs. Their work includes:

          i.   Research; 

          ii.  knowledge production and dissemination 
               through a devoted academic journal, The Family 
               in America115, which will soon be called The 
               Natural Family: An International Journal of 
               Research and Policy, and a related news service;

          iii. A partnership program and related newsletter; 

          iv. Lobbying at the United Nations “to defend life, 
               faith, and family”; and

          v.  WCF international and regional conferences.

The WCf's central objective is 
to develop and sustain a worldwide
network of anti-rights ‘pro-family’
organizations, scholars, state
officials, and conservative 
religious actors



The WCF thus issues a regular stream of declarations,
‘social science’ publications, policy papers, and
newsletters declaring and disseminating its messaging.
Together with United Families International, the WCF
recently co-authored the third edition of the massive UN
Negotiating Guide116, a comprehensive text that advises
anti-rights—including ‘pro-life’—actors on negotiating
tactics, key talking points, and ‘consensus language’ to
further their advocacy at the United Nations. 

To further its work disseminating and amplifying pseudo-
scientific arguments in defence of regressive claims, the
Congress recently developed MARRIpedia, an online
“social science encyclopedia on all matters related to
family, marriage, religion, and sexuality.”117 This
database project aims to streamline and synthesize the
body of misleading ‘social science’ work from a growing
set of conservative religious academics into concise
entries that facilitate wider dissemination and use in
lobbying at the international and national levels. 

As aforementioned, however, the most significant
contribution of the World Congress of Families to the
constellation of regressive religiously-affiliated actors
active in international human rights spaces is its
convening power, and its associated networking and
training role. Since 1997, WCF has convened ten
international conferences, which it describes as the
“Olympics” of social conservatism118, held in Prague,
Geneva, Mexico City, Warsaw, Amsterdam, Madrid,
Sydney, Moscow119, Salt Lake City, and Tbilisi. It also
convened and provided logistical and financial support to
a much greater number of regional conferences (outlined
below) throughout this time.
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COORDINATION AND eNGAGeMeNT WITH
OTHeR ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS

As of September 2016, the World Congress of Families
has 35 organizational partners, which are based in
various countries around the world. 

North America
Alliance Defending Freedom•
Christian Broadcasting Network•
Christian Film and Television Commission•
ethics and Public Policy Center•
Family First Foundation•
Family Watch International•
Fellowship of St James•
Grasstops USA•
Home School Legal Defense Organization•
Human Life International•
Lighted Candle Society•
National Center on Sexual exploitation•
National Organization for Marriage•
Population Research Institute•
ReAL Women of Canada•
The Ruth Institute•
United Families International•

Europe and Russia
Cristiani – Luci sull’est (Italy)•
Christian Concern (Uk)•
CitizenGo (Spain)•
Novae Tarrae Foundation (Italy)•
ProVita (Italy)•
Associazione per la Difesa Dei Valori (Italy)•
Sanctity of Motherhood program (Russia)•
Dveri (Serbia)•
Georgian Demographic Society (Georgia)•

Australasia
Dads4kids (Australia)•
endeavour Forum (Australia)•
Family First New Zealand•

Latin America
Latin American Alliance for the Family•
Red Familia (Mexico)•

Africa
Family Policy Institute (South Africa)•

Transnational/International
Bruderhof Communities•
Heartbeat International•
Worldwide Organization for Women•

To carry out its operations, especially its yearly
conferences, a substantial part of the WCF’s budget
comes from membership dues contributed by its
partners. The combined annual budget for WCF’s partner
network amounts to over $200 million.120 The WCF claims
that its partner network reaches over 50 million people
worldwide.121

The World Congress of Families has made progress
toward its goal of extending links to anti-rights civil
society, State, and religious institutional actors worldwide
through its international and regional conferences. The
2015 Salt Lake City World Congress was hosted by the
Sutherland Institute, a conservative think-tank, and
featured presentations from the Church of Latter-Day
Saints; the Russian Orthodox Church’s Department of
Family and Life; the anti-abortion Catholic Priests for Life;
the Foundation for African Culture and Heritage; the
Polish Federation of Pro-Life Movements; the european
Federation of Catholic Family Associations; the UN NGO
Committee on the Family; and the Political Network for
Values, among many others.122

The 2016 World Congress in Tbilisi, Georgia was
organized by the Georgian Demographic Society, and
speakers included the leader of the Party of Socialists in
the Republic of Moldova and representatives from the
Polish Parliament; FamilyPolicy; the Russian Institute for
Strategic Studies; and HatzeOir, among others.123
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2015 AND 2016: MAJOR ACTIVITIeS

World Congress of Families IX in Salt Lake City, United
States: October 27-30, 2015

3,300 delegates attended from over 60 countries•
Plenary on “Pro-Family and Pro-Life Victories at the•
United Nations,” featuring speakers from C-Fam,
Family Watch International, the UN NGO Committee
on the Family, and the Foundation for African Cultural
Heritage (Nigeria)
Training for delegates on networking and coalition•
building; media; fundraising; strategic planning; use
of social media for maximum impact; hosting a WCF
conference, etc.
For the first time, five regional meetings convened•
during the WCF: Latin America, the Caribbean,
europe, Africa, and Australia/Asia124

World Congress of Families X in Tbilisi, Georgia: May 15-
18, 2016

Theme: Civilization at the Crossroads: The Natural•
Family as the Bulwark of Freedom and Human Values
Over 2,000 delegates attended from over 50•
countries
Organized by investment firm banker Levan Vasadze•
Georgian Patriarch Ilia II gave a blessing to the•
convening—first WCF convening in an Orthodox
country—and George W. Bush sent a letter of
welcome and support
Presentation from Susan Roylance of the Howard•
Center on ‘Family Policy, as impacted by United
Nations Treaties and Conference Documents’

Regional Conferences: 
Chisinau, Moldova: March 2015•
Belgrade, Serbia: April 2015•
Auckland, New Zealand: May 2015•
Tbilisi, Georgia: May 2015•
Orlando, United States: September 2015•
Port Harcourt, Nigeria: October 2015•
Christ Church, Barbados: April 2016•
Salta, Argentina: June 2016•

Nairobi, kenya: September 2016•
Belgrade, Serbia: September 2016•

Launch of MARRIpedia (see above): October 2015

Launch of the publication, website, and lobbying tool on
“how the family as a unit can help achieve the SDGs,”
Family Capital and the SDGs125, together with United
Families International, at the UN Habitat III conference in
Quito in October, 2016. 
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Center for Family and 
Human Rights (C-Fam)

C-Fam is a Catholic organization based in the United
States, with offices in New York and Washington, D.C. It
operates primarily in multilateral spaces.

BACkGROUND, MISSION, AND keY OBJeCTIVeS

Formerly the Catholic Family and Human Rights Institute,
the Center for Family and Human Rights (C-Fam) was
founded in 1997 to “monitor and affect the social policy
debate at the United Nations and other international
institutions.”126 Since two months after its inception, it has
been headed by the prolific and controversial127 former
journalist Austin Ruse. 

C-Fam’s mission is to “defend life and family at
international institutions” and to publicize what is
described as an ongoing debate on these issues at the
UN level. The organization’s stated vision is “the
preservation of international law by discrediting socially
radical policies at the United Nations” and other
international policy spaces.128 C-Fam’s mission and
objectives are centred around this framing of a ‘proper’
(ultra-conservative) conception of international law as
endangered by what they frequently refer to as ‘radical
feminist ideology.’ Interestingly, they argue that the
United Nations and other international mechanisms
themselves hinder this ‘true’ understanding of
international law, harming the family in the process. 

The organization’s aims include re-establishment of this
‘proper understanding’ of international law, as well as
‘protection of national sovereignty’129 and the dignity of
the human person.

C-Fam is highly interested in building an anti-rights
alliance active in UN spaces; Ruse has stated that he was
inspired by the Holy See’s coalition-building efforts at the
Cairo conference in 1994, and subsequently set out to

foster and grow the formation of a bloc of socially
conservative State delegates to oppose the legalization
of abortion and the inclusion of other rights related to
gender and sexuality.130 Ruse describes the religious
right’s project at the United Nations as the defence of
three sovereignties: nation, church, and family.131

PROGRAMS

While it occasionally joins other religious right
organizations in conservative amicus briefs for regional
legal fora, C-Fam’s focus in the international human rights
arena is primarily in lobbying, media, information
dissemination, and movement building. 

The organization has been involved and highly visible at
the UN, and particularly at the Commission on the Status
of Women (CSW), since its inception. Since 1997, C-Fam
operates a ‘CeDAW Watch’ program that operates to
undermine the work of the CeDAW Committee,
monitoring and reporting on the Committee in order to
“provide policy-makers…with the information they need”
to “protect their national laws from the harmful effects of
the activist committee.”132 C-Fam also coordinates
numerous parallel events yearly at the CSW with anti-
rights actors to amplify its skewed conception of human
rights and to network with potential allies. 

The organization’s influence is also largely due to its
online and mail-out presence. As an organization with a
strong focus on strategic communications, C-Fam
produces multiple weekly critiques of UN processes and
progressive actors engaged in international and regional
human rights spaces, and disseminates these weekly in
a newsletter entitled Friday Fax. The newsletter has an
alleged readership of more than 400,000.133 In part
because of its links to other U.S.-based religious right civil
society organizations, as well as its high level of visibility,
C-Fam has also spearheaded several campaigns. Most
recently, it launched the Civil Society for the Family
campaign in April 2016,134 which is discussed in more
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detail below.

C-Fam also has a youth wing, which is a subset of the
organization called the International Youth Coalition
(IYC).135 Inspired by a 2010 conference on youth
sponsored by the UN Population Fund (UNPF) in Mexico,
the initiative began by drafting and circulating a ‘Youth
Statement to the UN and the World’136 at the conference. 

The IYC was formally launched at a founding
conference and week of training in July 2011, featuring
anti-abortion activists Lila Rose of Live Action and
kristan Hawkins of Students for Life as key speakers.
The coalition states that it aims to counter the view that
youth worldwide support “legal and accessible abortion,
CSe [comprehensive sexuality education] for children as
young as ten years old, and policies encouraging
homosexuality, promiscuity, and premarital sex.”137

The IYC describes itself as “youth defending life and
family around the globe,” and aims to offer a forum for
youth (defined as below the age of 30) to educate their
peers on and “challenge cultural norms that attack the
dignity of the human person.” The coalition’s objective is
to defend ‘traditional values’ and to ensure these values
have significant influence on future generations.138

In its Youth Statement139, the IYC claims that parents are
the primary educators of young people; that the rights of
youth are based on their evolving capacities and must be
balanced with the rights and duties of parents; and that
“the full and proper expression of one’s sexuality can only
be realized in the total life-long and selfless commitment
founded on love and rooted in the natural institution of
marriage.”140 The statement also cites anti-rights talking
points on abortion and gender, claiming that “present
day youth are survivors…by virtue of our being born at
all,” that men and women are ‘complementary’ and that
gender is not a social construct.141
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COORDINATION AND eNGAGeMeNT WITH
OTHeR ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS

C-Fam is an offshoot of the hardline anti-rights civil
society group Human Life International (HLI), whose
founder, Paul Marx (a Catholic priest), has claimed that
the United States’ pro-choice movement is led by Jews
“perpetrating another Holocaust.”142 Because of these
and similar positions, HLI was unsuccessful in its bid for
eCOSOC status at the UN, and subsequently set up C-Fam
as its UN lobbying arm. C-Fam was also instrumental in
founding the conservative World Youth Alliance.143

C-Fam prioritizes relationships with State delegates.
Under Ruse’s leadership it has worked to develop a
friendly bloc of conservative State delegates at the UN144,
and to amplify the UN lobbying and activities of fellow
religious right CSOs through its Friday Fax. 

To some extent Austin Ruse’s extreme rhetoric has
weakened public links between the Holy See and the
Catholic CSO in recent years; however, they continue to
coordinate on UN events. C-Fam led the campaign to
maintain the Holy See’s special status at the UN,145

countering a progressive call for the Vatican to be treated
as a religious institution rather than a State on the
international level.146 C-Fam’s senior vice president for
research and director of its International Organizations
Research Group also previously served as a member of
the Holy See delegation to the Commission on Population
and Development, and on the U.S. domestic level Ruse is
a member of the Founders Circle of the National Catholic
Prayer Breakfast. 

In addition, C-Fam collaborates on conservative initiatives
with likeminded CSOs and State delegates. Most recently,
C-Fam spearheaded the creation of Civil Society for the
Family, a new coalition and platform developed “to
confront the growing international threat against the
family” posed by “overreach by international
institutions.”147

As of November 2016, the coalition had 178 members,
with an organizing committee comprised of C-Fam (U.S.),
the Family Research Council (U.S.), CitizenGo and
HazteOir (Spain), Human Life International (U.S.), the
european Centre for Law and Justice (France), the
Institute for Family Policies (Spain), the Institute for Legal
Culture (Poland), the Novae Terrae Foundation (Italy),
Derecho a Vivir (Spain), the National Organization for
Marriage (U.S.), and the TransAtlantic Christian Council
(Netherlands).148

C-Fam has directly linked the creation of Civil Society for
the Family to the regressive campaign against the human
rights of people with non-conforming sexual orientation,
describing the initiative as the “first pro-family coalition
to explicitly push back against UN entities attempting to
redefine the family to include same-sex relations.”149

In reality, the Coalition appears to have been formed
primarily to deploy a new declarative advocacy tool into
the anti-rights conversation at the UN: The Family
Articles150 (also the official platform of the Coalition). The
Articles aim to forward the ‘protection of the family’
language151, which has been on the rise amongst
conservative actors at the United Nations since 2014, and
state that relations between individuals of the same sex
are neither equivalent nor entitled to such protections.152

The Articles also claim that “the best available social
science validates the exceptional status of the family in
international law,”153 and articulate their beliefs regarding
UN entities and mandate holders with respect to the
family: 

The UN secretariat, agencies, treaty bodies, and other
mandate holders are bound to assist Member States
in fulfilling their obligations toward the family as
defined in international law, and following the
directions of UN Member States,154

and, 
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Acts and declarations by UN entities and mandate
holders that treat relations between individuals of the
same sex as equivalent or analogous to the family,
including acts and declarations purporting the
existence of international human rights obligations
on the basis of “sexual orientation and gender
identity” are ultra vires and cannot give rise to binding
legal obligations on sovereign States. Such acts and
declarations are not based on valid interpretations of
international law and policy, and cannot contribute
to the formation of new customary international
law.155

Russia is a supporter of the initiative, writing to the
Organization for Security and Co-operation in europe
(OSCe) in the context of the International Day of Families
in May 2016 that the Coalition describes “attacks on the
institution of the traditional family…as outright pressure
bordering on ‘totalitarian measures’” and that “we have
often heard calls from our partners to ‘listen to the voice
of civil society.’ We believe that the position…on the
subject of family values in this case is no exception.”156

The Russian representative to the OSCe went on to call
for the OSCe Chairperson to “take due account of the
subject of the family” in the agenda of the organization,
including the Human Dimension Committee.157 He also
demanded that the specialist OSCe executive structures
take the issue up in their work, and recommend a future
OSCe event to “share experiences on supporting the
institution of the family” and “defending motherhood.”158

2015 AND 2016: MAJOR ACTIVITIeS

In addition to its regular production of op-eds and calls
to action through its Friday Fax throughout the period of
review, C-Fam sent a delegation and helped conduct
training of conservative activists at the Commission on
the Status of Women, and organized parallel and side
events at the UN. 
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In May 2016, C-Fam co-sponsored a High-Level event
entitled “United Nations for a Family-Friendly World,”
together with Family Watch International, the Foreign
Service Fellowship,159 and the Group of Friends of the
Family,160 a new bloc composed of 25 States. At the event: 

Supporting organizations included regressive CSOs,•
such as the Family Research Council, Human Life
International, CitizenGo and HazteOir, and Derecho
a Vivir. 

Ruse announced the creation of Civil Society for the•
Family, and the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Republic of Belarus presented the Group of the
Friends of the Family (GoFF) Statement in Support of
the Family,161 whilst GoFF delegates pushed for the
UN to emphasize ‘pro-family’ policies in the
implementation of the SDGs. 

Presenters launched an anti-rights advocacy tool and•
document promoted by the UN Family Rights Caucus
(a civil society-led group), called “A Declaration on the
Rights of Children and their Families: A Call from the
Children of the World.”162

C-Fam co-sponsored an event with the Civil Society for
the Family and the Group of Friends of the Family State
bloc (led by Belarus) in October 2016, which was entitled
“The Rights of the Child: Parents, Science and
experience.”163 Speakers argued that sexual and
reproductive autonomy and anti-discrimination
measures protecting same-sex couples undermine the
rights of children.164

At the 2015 CSW, C-Fam co-organized an anti-abortion
side event with the Holy See and International Youth
Forum featuring Live Action founder Lila Rose, one of the
key instigators in the purported ‘sting’ operation into
Planned Parenthood’s abortion services.165 C-Fam also
worked with the Holy See and WOOMB International166

on an event “exposing the dangers of assisted
reproductive technologies.”

C-Fam hosted a particularly controversial panel at the
2016 CSW alongside ReAL Women of Canada, Alliance
Defending Freedom (ADF) International, Human Life
International, the Family Research Council, and the Irish
anti-abortion organization Family and Life on ‘Political
Correctness and Gender Ideology,’ featuring Austin Ruse,
Stella Morabito of the Federalist, and Michael Walsh
(author of a book called The Devil’s Pleasure Palace). The
panel argued vociferously and inventively against the
human rights of trans individuals, claiming that their right
not to be discriminated against constitutes a violation of
freedom of expression and leads to a society in which civil
and political rights as a whole are undermined, inevitably
leading to totalitarianism. 

Family Watch International

Family Watch International (FWI) is based in the United
States, in Gilbert, Arizona. It is a Mormon-led
organization.

BACkGROUND, MISSION, AND keY OBJeCTIVeS

Family Watch International (FWI), another Christian Right
organization highly active in international human rights
spaces, was founded in 1999 and claims to have
members and supporters in over 170 countries. The
stated mission of FWI is to “preserve and promote the
family, based on marriage between a man and a woman
as the societal unit that provides the best outcome for
men, women and children.” 167FWI is designated an anti-
LGBT organization by the Southern Poverty Law Center in
their categorization of hate groups in the United States.
The organization has eCOSOC status at the United
Nations, where it operates under the name of Global
Helping to Advance Women and Children.
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key stated objectives of the organization at the UN
include ‘education’, family policy advocacy, and research.
FWI argues they have been particularly effective in
“uncovering evidence of how the UN system is being
manipulated”168 to impact national laws that “promote
abortion, prostitution, homosexuality, promiscuity, and
the sexualization of children.”169

Family Watch International works primarily on the
international front and keeps a low national profile in the
United States. The CSO is also one of a number of
organizations, such as Human Life International, who
have worked to export U.S. ‘culture wars’ to African
countries, including kenya, Nigeria, and Uganda.170

Sharon Slater, the former president of United Families
International, where she took on a leading lobbying role
at the UN, co-founded and heads FWI. 

PROGRAMS

FWI is an activist lobby and advocacy organization,
engaging in:

Information dissemination through its regular Family•
News Wire

knowledge production and analysis•

Monitoring and tracking of developments on sexual•
and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) in human
rights spaces

Multimedia advocacy•

Multi-level lobbying at the UN, and•

Regular training of anti-rights civil society and State•
delegates. 

The organization also initiates and leads multi-
organizational anti-rights initiatives, such as the UN
Family Rights Caucus. 

Family Watch
International is 
one of a number 
of organizations 
who have worked 
to export U.S.
‘culture wars’
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In its programs, FWI argues that Christian family values
are under attack and need to be defended globally. The
organization’s efforts focus on topics, such as marriage,
abortion, LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer)
rights—advocating, for instance, for conversion
therapy—comprehensive sexual education, and religious
freedom. 

Family Watch International develops and circulates a
wide range of detailed policy briefs on their focus
topics.171 Their materials, claiming support from social
science and international law, set out negotiating tactics
and key discourses to be used for anti-rights lobbying at
the United Nations, which are discussed further below.
Among others, these materials include: 

“Threats to National Sovereignty: UN entities•
Overstepping Their Mandates”172

“Binding Obligations of States to Protect the•
Family”173

“An Analysis of the 2030 Sustainable Development•
Agenda: The Hidden Threats to Life, Family and
Children”174

“What You Need to know About Homosexuality”175•

“Traditional Marriage is essential to a Healthy•
Society”176

“The Relentless Push to Create an International Right•
to Abortion”177

In many cases, FWI pairs its policy briefs and their
dissemination with calls to action and online petitions,
e.g. advocating against comprehensive sexual education
in ‘Stop the Sexualization of Children!’178 It also produces
short and accessible ‘documentaries’ promulgating these
arguments, which are circulated online and at UN events
and trainings.179 One recent documentary is entitled, “The
War on Children: The Comprehensive Sexuality education
Agenda,” and accompanies a petition that states that
multiple UN agencies are implementing, promoting
and/or funding “comprehensive CSe programs that

sexualize children and take away their innocence.”
Further, these programs “are designed to change all of
the sexual and gender norms of society” and “openly
promote promiscuity, high-risk sexual behavior and
sexual pleasure even to very young children.”180

Most extensively, the organization has put together, and
regularly updates, a sweeping anti-rights UN Resource
Guide. The Resource Guide to UN Consensus Language on
Family Issues is disseminated through meetings (including
the World Congress of Families), trainings, and online,
and is used to train State delegates and fellow
conservative CSOs. The 2013 Guide181 is 90 pages in
length, and discusses general techniques for conservative
delegates and lobbyists to “negotiate a more family-
friendly outcome document,” as well as specific sections
on 86 focal areas or ‘policy issues’. 

These include, among others: 

“Various forms of the family”: FWI highlights UN
language on various forms of the family existing in
different cultural, social, and political systems, but
then recommends that advocates share information
to “give governments reason to promote the
traditional family structure of mother/father and
children,” such as a quote from the Institute for
American Values claiming that “[a]ny deviation from
the traditional married family structure generally
leads to such things as poverty, crime, violence…and
other problems that world governments must
spend millions of dollars trying to fix,” where,
“[f]rom a purely economic perspective, there are
enormous tangible costs to society that emanate
from family breakdown.”182

Abortion: the Guide argues that “in no case should
abortion be promoted as a method of family
planning,” and states that “many UN agencies and
treaty bodies (e.g., United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), World Health Organization (WHO),
and the CeDAW Committee) are promoting abortion



for population control purposes” which is said to
“[go] against the policies developed by the ICPD and
the Beijing Platform for Action.”183

Sovereignty: in this section, FWI argues against
inclusion of “other status” in discrimination
provisions, arguing that while all individuals are
“entitled to the same fundamental human rights
regardless of fixed characteristics such as race, color,
sex or national origin,” that “rights should never be
granted based on sexual behavior or preferences”184

because to interpret a UN treaty to protect sexual
orientation “undermines the entire UN negotiation
process and is an assault on national
sovereignty.”185

“Child’s right to parental care”: the Guide quotes
UN language citing the right to know and to be
cared for by his or her parents, then goes on to flag
the “growing trend among lesbians and unmarried
women” to use “sperm fathers to gain children,” as
“there is now a strong current of thought that it is
irresponsible to aid in the begetting not only of
fatherless children but also of children who can
never know who their fathers were.”186

FWI also develops and disseminates other anti-rights
activist guides and publications at its training meetings,
such as those originating from its Stand for the Family
campaign.187 The organization circulated “Protecting
Children from the Sexual Rights Revolution” at the
Family Rights Leadership Summit during the 2015
World Congress of Families in Salt Lake City. This
105-page “family defense handbook for parents
and policymakers,” authored by Sharon Slater,
includes talking points and ‘scientific’ facts to
support what FWI describes as “pro-family, pro-life
positions…before a State or national legislature or
at the United Nations or other policymaking
venues.” The introduction boasts that “a number of
the talking points in this book have been used
successfully at the United Nations by UN diplomats.” 
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The contents of this publication focus on defending
“man/woman marriage”; stopping the “war on our
children,” attacks on Planned Parenthood188, protecting
“parental rights,” homosexuality and same-sex attraction,
“understanding gender identity and transgender issues,”
the comprehensive sexuality education ‘agenda’,
“negative impact of abortion on girls,” abstinence, the
family planning contraception ‘agenda,’ the “dangerous
youth political participation agenda,” and “understanding
the sexual rights agenda.” With respect to the latter, FWI
has stated that UN entities are “aggressively promoting
broad sexual rights that are harmful…especially to
children,” and that these “alleged ‘rights’…undermine the
family, the rights of parents, respect for religious and
cultural values,” and also “compromise the health and
innocence of children.” FWI goes on to call upon States to
“hold accountable those UN agencies and officials who
overstep their mandates by promoting sexual rights” and
“pressuring countries to accept these alleged rights.”189

The handbook is a follow-up to the 2009 publication
“Stand for the Family: A Call to Responsible Citizens
everywhere,”190 which memorably described the CeDAW
Convention as a “radical anti-mother, anti-life UN Treaty—
dubbed the eRA [U.S. equal Rights Amendment] on
steroids.” Stand for the Family also forwarded arguments
countering the “homosexual agenda” and talking points
on “powerful groups manipulating the UN system to
undermine families worldwide,” “alternative family
structures” causing children negative outcomes, and
arguing that “radical sexual ideologies” are being taught
to children through UN programs.

Linked to these detailed policy and negotiating manuals,
Family Watch International plays a key role in organizing
regular training for civil society and UN delegates. FWI
sponsors a yearly Global Family Policy Forum for
diplomats that focuses on tactics to negotiate
conservative outcomes on social and ‘family issues,’ and
how to resist language to affirm rights related to gender
and sexuality at the UN. Additionally, the organization
works to train CSOs around the world on anti-rights

language and techniques regarding abortion, marriage,
homosexuality, sexuality, and ‘other issues affecting the
family’. 

The 2015 Family Rights Leadership Summit at which
‘Protecting Children’ was launched is one of several
closed-door events (and one of a series of events at the
World Congress of Families) that bring together CSOs
with UN delegates to equip them with the language,
tools, and strategies of the U.S. Christian Right’s
agenda.191 FWI follows up on these trainings and its
networks through its lobbying efforts at the UN, for
instance, by sending training participants who are State
representatives at the Human Rights Council letters to
promote and advocate for their support of regressive
resolutions or amendments.192

In 2014, FWI helped found the UN Family Rights Caucus,
an initiative it now chairs. The Caucus, a group of
organizations and individuals “dedicated to defending
and protecting the traditional family at the UN,” has been
keenly involved with the recent rise of ‘protection of the
family’ resolutions at the UN Human Rights Council. The
initiative claims to represent government and religious
leaders alongside civil society and individuals. key
members also include C-Fam, Jews Offering New
Alternatives to Homosexuality ( JONAH), and the National
Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality
(NARTH).193

In its Declaration to the Human Rights Council, the
Caucus advocated against clear articulations of human
rights protections for individuals who experience violence
in family settings, calling on the HRC to “resist pressures

fWI has stated that Un entities are
“aggressively promoting broad
sexual rights that are harmful…
especially to children”
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to focus solely on individual rights to the detriment of the
family unit,” and stating that as family violence is “the
exception rather than the rule,” references to it
undermine the family.194 The Caucus also called upon
the Council to “allow nations to address the family
according to their own national legislation” rather
than universal human rights standards, and to
“aggressively resist attempts to force various forms
of the family.”195

COORDINATION/eNGAGeMeNT WITH
OTHeR ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS

Family Watch International partners with a number of
Christian Right civil society organizations in lobbying and
advocacy activities at the UN, including the UN Family
Rights Caucus and together with the World Congress of
Families. 

The FWI actively seeks State partners across religious and
political boundaries through its training efforts, speaking
engagements, and outreach. At the CSW, the organization
recently collaborated with delegations from Nigeria,
Qatar, Syria, Saint Lucia, and Iran196, with the Group of
Friends of the Family State bloc, and with the Forum
Azzahrae for Moroccan Women. 

In 2008 FWI was invited to give private briefings to the UN
delegates in the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM), and the African
Group, and to subsequently ‘institutionalize’ these
briefings and hold them regularly to prepare delegates in
these blocs to “protect the family” in further UN
negotiations.197 FWI has also coordinated publicly with
other CSOs, the Holy See, and State delegations—
including through coalitions with the OIC—on statements
and counter-statements on issues related to gender and
sexuality at the UN General Assembly.198
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2015 AND 2016: MAJOR ACTIVITIeS

In addition to its training activities at the World Congress
of Families Leadership Summit and in coordinating the
Global Family Policy Center, Family Watch International
was active in lobbying activities at the UN. 

In particular, FWI was active in furthering the ‘protection
of the family’ agenda199 at the Human Rights Council,
targeting State delegates with a letter campaign
forwarding a sustained defence of the resolution at the
32nd session in June 2016. FWI was also highly active in
HRC negotiations on the Promotion of Maternal Mortality,
Morbidity and Human Rights resolution at the 33rd

session in September 2016, preparing and circulating a
mark-up of the text during negotiations (with the
Magdalene Institute) that aimed to undermine universal
human rights protections with regard to reproductive and
sexual health from the final document. 

Working with partners such as CitizenGo, FWI organized
several calls to action during 2015–2016. In July 2015,
jointly with the UN Family Rights Caucus, they issued an
alert to supporters upon adoption of the ‘Protection of
the Family’ resolution during the 29th session of the
Human Rights Council, calling on individuals and
organizations to engage in an online letter writing
campaign, signing letters to 1) thank nations which voted
for the resolution; and 2) to urge countries who didn’t
support the 2015 resolution to change their position in
the future.200

In conjunction with its 2016 CSW event on
‘Comprehensive Sexuality education: Sexual Rights
Versus Sexual Health – An expose of Harmful Programs’,
which was co-sponsored by the Worldwide Organization
of Women, Asociación La Familia Importa and Forum
Azzahrae for Moroccan Women, FWI launched its new
video called ‘The War on Children: The Comprehensive
Sexuality education Agenda’.201 During the CSW, the
organization issued another alert requesting members
and their networks to sign a petition calling on State

delegations at the CSW to “join with likeminded
governments in calling for the UN to stop promoting and
cease all funding for CSe.”202

During negotiations at the HRC on the June 2016
resolution on sexual orientation and gender identity,
calling for the creation of a new mandate (Independent
expert) on SOGI, FWI once again issued a broad call to
action, distributing a list of talking points “highlighting the
serious problems” with the resolution and calling on
supporters to sign a letter that requested Member States
to vote against the resolution.203

World Youth Alliance 

The World Youth Alliance (WYA) was founded in New York,
United States, by Anna Halpine who is Canadian. The
organization’s headquarters remain in New York City, but
the WYA has also founded regional chapter offices in
Nairobi, Quezon City, Brussels, Mexico City, and Beirut. 

The founder of the WYA, and a number of its key
supporters (such as C-Fam) are Catholic, and the
organization often co-hosts UN events with the Holy See,
but it aims for broader religious alliances and an inter-
faith membership. 

BACkGROUND, MISSION, AND keY OBJeCTIVeS

The World Youth Alliance (WYA) was founded in 1999 by
Anna Halpine to “fight against the dehumanizing, anti-life,
anti-family trends of an increasingly decadent Western
culture,”204 and in response to the successes of the Youth
Coalition at the ICPD+5.205 The Alliance today claims to
have a million members, although these numbers are
difficult to substantiate.

The mission of the WYA is to promote the “dignity of the
person” by building a global coalition of young people
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able to “articulate, defend and live the dignity of the
person in their lives and influence the communities and
world in which they live.”206 The Alliance focuses its
advocacy on international policy spaces including the
United Nations, the european Union, and the
Organization of American States. It focuses on education,
global health, social development, economic
development, and international policy and human
rights.207

At the UN, the World Youth Alliance participates in the
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), the
Commission on Population and Development (CPD), and
the Commission on Social Development.

PROGRAMS

Overall, the World Youth Alliance’s programmatic work is
divided into advocacy, education, and cultural
engagement. The Alliance claims to train hundreds of
youth members yearly in the use of diplomacy and
negotiation, international relations, grassroots activities,
and message development. It also hosts an internship
program to encourage youth participation in its work, and
organizes a regular emerging Leaders Conference.208

At the CSW and the CPD, the Alliance aims to work directly
with delegates to influence negotiations. The WYA also
organizes an annual International Solidarity Forum at the
UN, which brings together WYA civil society members and
expert speakers, issuing a joint declaration on the theme
of the Forum at its conclusion.209

The Alliance also engages in knowledge production and
dissemination, creating fact sheets and white papers210

to be used by conservative youth activists operating in
human rights spaces. Fact sheets focus on ‘the family’,
family planning, HIV/AIDS, reproductive health, and
sexual education, among other topics.211
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The WYA also conducts advocacy regarding development,
focusing especially on the Latin American context.212 They
advance entrepreneurship as the solution for
development213 and are critical of State interventions in
public health—also echoed in their ‘DIY’ approach to
women’s health, as below—education and social welfare.
To a large extent, this position is shared with neoliberal
conservative governments in the region, leading to
greater funding for and institutional embedding of the
Alliance in these contexts.

COORDINATION/eNGAGeMeNT WITH OTHeR
ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS

The Alliance has strong links with several Christian Right
organizations. The WYA’s co-founder Diana kilarjian
previously worked for C-Fam and was connected to
Human Life International.214 The organization also works
with the Holy See, including to co-host UN events. Halpine
remains closely linked to the Vatican, stating that the
Pope “has told my generation to build a culture of life.
Those are our orders. We’re just following them.”215

Additionally, the WYA website is registered to Steve
Jalsevac, director of the Campaign Life coalition, and the
managing editor of the conservative news website
LifeSiteNews.com. Amongst Alliance supporters is Rocco
Buttiglione, an Italian politician and ultra-conservative
Catholic with a substantial track record of regressive
positions on women’s rights, HIV/AIDS, migrants’ rights,
LGBTQ issues, and reproductive rights.216

2015 AND 2016: MAJOR ACTIVITIeS

The World Youth Alliance began several new initiatives in
2015 and 2016. During the 2015 Commission on the
Status of Women, WYA launched a sister organization,
FeMM, a “comprehensive women’s health program to
address the global crisis in women’s health.” The program
provides women with information on the reproductive

system and hormones, has developed an app to track
health and fertility, and opened a pilot clinic at Ohio State
University.217 essentially, the goal of the program is to
shift the conversation on reproductive health and human
rights towards ‘natural family planning’, and both away
from and discouraging access to any other form of
contraception.

In 2015, the Alliance also launched its ‘Human Dignity
Curriculum.’ Developed as a conservative alternative to
comprehensive sexuality education, it claims to provide
a “new paradigm of health care for adolescents and
women.”218 The curriculum is being tested at pilot sites in
20 schools in the U.S., including Malta, New York and
Bridgeport, Connecticut; public school districts in Texas
and kansas were expected to adopt the program
beginning in fall 2016; and pilot locations for the
curriculum were being prepared in Croatia, the
Philippines, and South Sudan. 

The Alliance’s Annual Report states that it created 21 new
chapters in schools and universities worldwide in 2015.
The WYA’s Certified Training Program certified 250 young
leaders in the program in 2016, and the Alliance
conducted emerging Leaders Conferences in multiple
regions in 2015 and 2016, with a total of 440 participants
in 2015.219

In 2015, the alliance launched 
its ‘Human Dignity Curriculum’,
developed as a conservative
alternative to comprehensive
sexuality education



Final note

It is notable that, in terms of anti-rights civil society, the
current international human rights landscape is
dominated by Christian evangelical, Mormon, and
Catholic CSOs with origins in the global North, with the
United States being most visible. Another such
organization, the Alliance Defending Freedom, has also
increased its engagement not only on the regional level
in Latin America, but in UN spaces like the Human Rights
Council. 

Christian, evangelical, or Catholic-affiliated NGOs are in
the majority amongst faith-defined NGOs with eCOSOC
status. In contrast, Muslim or Jewish-affiliated non-
governmental actors or Christian-affiliated NGOs from
other regions currently play a limited role in lobbying at
the UN.220 This reflects overall CSO trends in which the
majority of international non-governmental
organizations are based in the global North, and in which
a greater percentage of NGOs based in the global South
focus on the local/national or regional context.221 It is
interesting to note the correlation between both U.S
government and CSOs’ interests in exporting ideologies
and policies worldwide and U.S. Christian-affiliated
organizations’ higher levels of engagement with and
lobbying in the international human rights system to
modify its norms and functioning. 
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Family Watch International 
FWI is a Mormon-led organization highly
active in international spaces. It focuses
on advocacy, training and research. 
ALLIES: UN Family Rights Caucus; C-Fam; Jews
Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality
(JONAH); the National Association for Research and
Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH); World Congress

of Families; CitizenGo; Magdalen Institute;
Asociación La Familia Importa; Group of

Friends of the Family (25 State bloc)

HQWorld Youth Alliance
The Alliance focuses its advocacy on international
policy spaces in the areas of: education, global
health, social development, economic
development, and international policy and human
rights.  Many WYA supporters are Catholic but the
organization aims for broader religious alliances
and an inter-faith membership.
ALLIES: C-Fam, Human Life International, the Vatican,
Campaign Life coalition, LifeSiteNews.com

Key anti-Rights actors and their Connections
Traditionalist actors from Catholic, evangelical, Mormon, Russian Orthodox and Muslim faith backgrounds have
found common cause in a number of shared talking points and advocacy efforts attempting to push back against
feminist gains at the international level.   Regressive actors are organizing across lines of nationality, religion,
sector, and issue, towards the formation of a transnational community of political actors undermining rights
related to gender and sexuality. 

World Congress of Families
The WCF is an international organization which
aims to develop and sustain a worldwide network of
anti-rights ‘pro-family’ organizations, scholars, State
officials, and ultra-conservative religious actors. 
ALLIES: WCF partners include Sutherland Institute, a conservative
think-tank; the Church of Latter-Day Saints; the Russian Orthodox
Church’s Department of Family and Life; the anti-abortion Catholic
Priests for Life; the Foundation for African Culture and Heritage; the
Polish Federation of Pro-Life Movements; the european Federation
of Catholic Family Associations; the UN NGO Committee on the
Family; and the Political Network for Values; the Georgian
Demographic Society; parliamentarians from Poland and Moldova;
FamilyPolicy; the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies; and
HatzeOir; C-Fam; among others 

ALLIES

Washington 
DC
USA
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Organization of Islamic Cooperation
The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is the second-largest
intergovernmental organization in the world, after the United Nations itself. The
OIC is composed of 57 member states.  There are also five OIC observer states.
MEMBER STATES: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Benin, Brunei
Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Comoros, Côte d'Ivoire, Djibouti, egypt, Gabon, The Gambia,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, kazakhstan, kuwait, kyrgyz Republic,
Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Mo zambique, Niger, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Suriname, Syria,
Tajikistan, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uganda, United Arab emirates, Uzbekistan, Yemen

The Vatican
Vatican City is the world’s smallest ‘city-state’. It is governed by
the Holy See, which operates within the international community
as the juridical personification of the Church. In this sphere it
plays dual roles as a religious institution and a political actor,
because of its status as a “permanent observer state”.  
ALLIES: C-Fam and other Catholic/Christian Rights CSOs, such as Concerned Women
for America; Other conservative states and blocs such as Iran, Libya,  Russia; the OIC

Russian Orthodox Church
The Russian Orthodox Church has significantly
increased its influence and links to the Russian
government since the 1990s, and is today a major figure
in shaping the domestic and foreign policy of Russia in
relation to ‘social’ issues, and the role Russia plays on the
international human rights level.
ALLIES: Orthodox communities in eastern european countries; U.S.-based
Christian Right CSOs; FamilyPolicy; WCF; Russian Duma members

C-Fam (Center for Family and
Human Rights )
C-Fam is a Catholic organization
that operates primarily in
multilateral spaces, with a focus
on lobbying, media, and
information dissemination.  The
organization describes its work
at the UN as being in defence of
'nation, church, and family.' 
ALLIES: The International Youth Coalition
(sub-wing of C-Fam); Human Life

International; World Youth Alliance;
the Vatican; Civil Society for the

Family and its members
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3. state actors 

Russian Orthodox Church

BACkGROUND AND LINkS TO THe STATe

The Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) has increased its
influence and links to the Russian government
significantly since the 1990s. Today it is a major figure
shaping the domestic and foreign policy of Russia in
relation to ‘social’ issues, as well as the role Russia plays
in the international human rights arena. Analysts have
argued that after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the
ROC and the Russian political regime have worked
together in a quest for status at home and abroad.
Specifically, the Orthodox Church has capitalized on its
State support by promoting “traditional values” to deepen
relations with predominantly Orthodox countries.222

In the wake of a legitimization crisis in the beginning of
the 1990s, a more significant relationship with the
Russian Orthodox Church served the Russian
government’s desire to strengthen their mandate. early
signs of increased State support for the Church arose in
the Religious Freedom Act of 1997, which, in a manner
emulated by many anti-rights actors now active at the
UN, subverted the language of ‘religious freedom’ to
undermine freedom of conscience. The act
acknowledged a “special role” for the ROC in Russian
society. 

In 2009, military chaplains were first introduced in the
Russian army. In 2010, a new law on the “Return of
Property of a Religious Character Held by the State or the
Municipalities to Religious Organizations,” came into
force. In 2011, religious faculties and seminars were given
governmental accreditation to grant academic degrees.
Then, in 2012, Orthodox religion was introduced into
school curricula. In mass protests against the national
government in the winter of 2011–2012, the Church

provided President Putin with tacit support, a factor that
may have led to the warming of relations between
Church and State moving forward. 

At the turn of the century, the Russian Federation
experienced both a serious socio-economic crisis and an
erosion of geopolitical power vis-a-vis the United States
and Western europe marked by the end of the Cold War.
It was in this context that religious traditionalism began
to grow. This movement coalesced around a new national
ideal, one defined in opposition to ‘the West’, with its
value deriving from the traditions of the past, and based
on a constructed notion of a static, monolithic national
culture. A reorientation towards traditionalism benefited
both the ROC, through increased social and political
power, and the Russian government, which could
harness this narrative and bolster its legitimacy through
proximity to the symbol of traditional values—the
Church. 

‘Traditional values’ have a central and broad-based
appeal to the Russian Church and State; as such, they
have taken on a prominent role in their advocacy
regarding international human rights. It also fits into
another key trend: the argument of fundamental cultural,
social, and civilizational differences from ‘the West’, and
an attempted invalidation of universal human rights on
those grounds. The revival of ‘tradition’, in turn, is often
conflated with conservative religious interpretations and
institutions. This can be seen in many of Putin’s speeches,

Today the Russian orthodox 
Church is a major figure shaping 
the domestic and foreign policy 
of Russia in relation to ‘social’
issues, as well as the role Russia
plays in the international human
rights arena
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in which traditional values are conflated with religious
values, specifically Russian Orthodoxy.223

On the domestic level, the ROC’s rising influence, as
bound to furthering traditional values, can be traced over
the past decade. Regional anti-LGBT propaganda laws
were passed as early as 2006.224 After 11 regional laws
had been passed, the federal law prohibiting so-called
LGBT propaganda—i.e. showing same-sex relationships
as equal to heterosexual relationships —was
introduced.225 Yelena Mizulina, a leading proponent of the
law, presented the language of LGBT rights as Western-
associated and deviant; she is now the head of the Duma
committee on the family.226

Similar anti-rights legislation targeting women, girls, and
people with non-conforming sexual orientation or gender
identity or expression has been successful. In 2010,
amendments to the Law on Protection of Children from
Information Harmful to their Health and Development
restricted information on same-sex relationships that can
be included in mass media for children.227 In 2011, the
Russian government began restricting the ability of
medical clinics to discuss abortions.228 The Duma passed
a law banning foreign same-sex couples from adopting
children in Russia in June 2013, and in February 2014 a
government decree banned unmarried individuals from
countries where same-sex marriage is legal from
adopting Russian children.229

Following the Pussy Riot protest in the Cathedral of Christ
the Saviour, in 2012 the federal government passed a law

criminalizing ‘offending religious feelings’, further
consolidating the power of the Russian Orthodox Church.

Unfortunately, similar trends are likely to continue. In
September 2016, ROC Patriarch kirill released a
statement relaying that the Church had met with anti-
abortion campaigners and signed a petition to be handed
to President Putin.230 The petition called for a total ban
on abortion. In February 2017 President Putin signed a
bill into law decriminalizing certain forms of domestic
violence.231 The author of the anti-LGBT propaganda law
(who has strong links to the World Congress of Families),
Yelena Mizulina, sponsored the decriminalization bill.232

TRADITIONAL VALUeS IN ROC DOCTRINe

In developing and refining its traditional values agenda
for the international stage, the Russian Orthodox Church
has operated as a ‘norm entrepreneur’ playing a key role
in human rights debates.233

Reflecting other recent shifts worldwide in conservative
opposition to human rights norms, the relationship
between the ROC’s (and Russian government’s) notion of
traditional values and human rights has evolved since the
early 2000s. A number of texts and statements indicate
that the Church has moved past a wholesale opposition
to the concept of human rights as a Western invention—
although remnants of this earlier approach continue—to
co-opting the language of rights to shape them into a
regressive conception. 
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Central to this approach is the Church’s focus on article
29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
states: 

in the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone
shall be subject only to such limitations as are
determined by law solely for the purpose of
securing due recognition and respect for the rights
and freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order and the
general welfare in a democratic society.234

For example, in 2006 Patriarch kirill of the ROC declared,
The upholding of moral standards must become a social
cause. It is the mechanism of human rights that can
activate this return [of spiritual needs to the public
realm].” He went on to state, “I am speaking of a return,
for the norm of according human rights with traditional
morality can be found in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.”235

This approach has allowed the Church to position itself
as a leader in norm production as well as in the
transmission and support of traditional values, as if it
were at the vanguard of a novel understanding of human
rights which centres on the importance of morality,
duties, and community.236 This understanding is still
defined against a Western conception of human rights—
which includes, for instance, the right of
non-discrimination against women, girls, and those with

non-conforming sexual orientation, gender identity, or
expression—but works within the same framework and
aims to make gains for traditionalism in the realm of
competing understandings. 

The ROC thus argues that the source of human rights is
“traditional values rooted in all world religions.”237 This
framing allows the ROC to widen its norms leadership
beyond Russia—bringing in support from some OIC
countries, China, and some countries from the African
bloc—and to insert the notion of traditional values into
human rights advocacy, promoting a unique form of
Russian influence in the international policy sphere. This
has led to a series of ‘traditional values’ resolutions at the
Human Rights Council and an ongoing discourse
grounded in this framing at the UN. 

At the HRC, Russia is also at the forefront in putting
forward hostile amendments to progressive resolutions,
such as maternal mortality; protection of civil society
space; human rights defenders working on economic,
social, and cultural rights; the right to peaceful protest;
and human rights on the internet.

COORDINATION AND eNGAGeMeNT WITH
OTHeR ANTI-RIGHTS ACTORS 

The Russian Orthodox Church has significant and
growing links with conservative actors around the world
who are employing arguments based on tradition,
religion, culture, and national sovereignty. For those
familiar with their joint sponsorship of regressive
resolutions, Russia’s status of an Observer State with the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation will not come as an
enormous surprise. 

The Russian Orthodox Church, supporting Russian
objectives to achieve regional influence and dominance,
has also boosted its relationships with Orthodox
communities in eastern europe in particular.238 Religious
fundamentalisms have gained power in countries such

This approach has allowed the
Church to position itself as a leader
in norm production, as if it were at
the vanguard of a novel
understanding of human rights
which centres on the importance of
morality, duties, and community



as Poland239 and Hungary240, creating the basis for greater
multilateral collaboration. These changes in national
governments have begun to complicate eU bloc
positioning in international policy. 

Russia still defines itself to some extent in opposition to
the United States in international human rights spaces,
although it remains to be seen how changes in the U.S.
administration in 2017 might shift this dynamic.241 There
are longstanding connections between many U.S.-based
Christian Right CSOs and the ROC and Russian officials.
As noted in the section on the World Congress of
Families, Alexey komov, who is connected to the Russian
Orthodox Church and founder of the conservative CSO
FamilyPolicy, is a board member of the WCF. komov also
co-organized the 2016 World Congress in Tbilisi, Georgia,
consolidating connections with the Georgian Orthodox
Church.

WCF Managing Director Larry Jacobs made reference to
the warm relations between U.S. CSOs and the ROC when
he declared in 2013, “The Russians might be the Christian
saviors of the world.”242 Franklin Graham, a prominent
U.S. evangelical leader, has also recently claimed that
Russia is “protecting traditional Christianity.”243 Returning
the compliment, Patriarch kirill of the ROC has argued
that U.S. Protestants and Catholics who defend the
‘natural family’ are “confessors of the faith.”244 More
broadly, there is increased evidence of warming links
between U.S. evangelicals and the ROC.245

Aside from warm words, relationships between the WCF
and its partners and Russian officials are strong enough
to withstand domestic U.S. criticism of Russia’s military
actions in the Ukraine. Rebranded a regional conference
on “Large Families: the Future of Humanity,” the World
Congress VIII went ahead in Moscow with U.S. WCF
leaders remaining involved on the organizing committee.
Russian oligarchs funded the meeting, and Duma
member and author of the federal anti-LGBT
‘propaganda’ law, Yelena Mizulina, was a featured
speaker.
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